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Introduction
This five-year retrospective catalog aims to present an overview of the web products developed and maintained by the 
E3’s Office of Forestry and Biodiversity (FAB) with information technology partner Ferguson Lynch LLC. 
Ferguson Lynch (FL) is a Women-Owned Small Business (WOSB) Information Technology Consulting Firm providing technology solutions and support 
for a broad range of USAID projects and mission requests globally. 

Companion Sites: 
Requested by 
USAID E3 O�ce

Partner Sites: 
Requested by USAID 
Missions or Partner 
Organizations 
Independent, stand-alone sites 
that share web architecture and 
customized functionality.

Can be nested within the RM Portal or 
created as independent, stand-alone sites.  
Share web architecture, databases, and 
customized functionality. 

Asset Livelihood 
and Transition

Climate Smart 
Ag (CSA)

Greening the 
Grid (GTG)

FRAMEweb LEARNING
NETWORKS

RM Portal Learning 
Management System

Biodiversity 
Cross-Mission

Learning Groups

SPOTLIGHT ON 
MISSION PROJECTS PROJECTS

Conservation 
Enterprises

Combating
Wildlife

Tra�cking

ROUTES

CEPA

USAID 
Wildlife Asia

Productive
Safety Net

PCAB

Natural Resources 
Management and 

Development Portal
(RM Portal)

Biodiversity 
Conservation 

Gateway

SALT             AGENT         BRIDGE          ECO                 MI              ROUTES      W-TRAPS        WCTC           BUILD           FCMC              GCP             SCAPES

Climate Resilient 
International 
Development

Overview of Forestry and Biodiversity Web Products
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OVERVIEW OF THE USAID FORESTRY AND BIODIVERSIT Y OFFICE WEB PRODUCTS:

The Resource Management Portal (RM Portal) 
The RM Portal is an open access communications bridge between organizations, communities, consortia and global 
partners working on an integrated approach to natural resource management. USAID Missions and Partners can 
share their digital content through this Portal, either privately, collaboratively within a group, or publicly to a global 
audience. The portal supports large specialty library holdings, complete archives of past USAID projects, and provides 
an IT problem solving platform with a proven record of past support for USAID working with other US Government 
Agencies, and Partners. The portal currently has around 6,000 members and 140 groups. 

WHAT IS A PORTAL? 

At its core, a portal is a Knowledge 
Management System (KMS) where content 
can be shared between wide-ranging 
agency departments and groups. A portal 
allows content to be shared in context—
meaning it provides information about 
where, when and why the content was 
initially created. 

Read More: https://rmportal.net/about
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RM Portal Online Learning Center
The RM Portal Online Learning Center is a mobile-ready, web 
based environment for delivering online courses, and managing 
virtual learning communities. The center has been used for 
projects such as Sustainable Tourism, SCALE, Fisheries Matter, 
Disaster Risk Management and Sustainable Dryland Ecosystem 
and Societies. 

Sustainable Tourism Fisheries Matter 

SCALE

Sustainable Dryland  
Ecosystems and Societies

Disaster Risk  
Management  

OVERVIEW OF THE USAID FORESTRY AND BIODIVERSIT Y OFFICE WEB PRODUCTS:

VISIT WEBSITE: https://lms.rmportal.net/
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The Biodiversity Conservation 
Gateway and Companion Networks: 
The Cross-Mission Learning Groups (CLG) & FRAME Web
The USAID Biodiversity Conservation Gateway is a companion site 
created for the Biodiversity office modeled off of the RM Portal. The 
Gateway shares years of the USAID RM Portal’s secure custom program-
ming, members, groups, and content databases; advanced, custom-
izable search capacity; and agile knowledge assets management. The 
gateway site provides secure management, dissemination, and function-
ality to support the USAID Cross Mission Learning Platform, the Learning 
Networks, the Biodiversity Office Project sites, Measuring Impacts, the 
IUU Fisheries Inventory, Evidence in Action, the CWT Case Study Compila-
tion site, and now provides a home for the Wildlife Crime Tech Challenge 
site finalists to continue to share their stories.  

Spotlight on Mission Projects USAID Biodiversity Projects

Companion Networks  
Supported by the Biodiversity  
Conservation Gateway: 

OVERVIEW OF THE USAID FORESTRY AND BIODIVERSIT Y OFFICE WEB PRODUCTS:
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Mission and Partner Sites: Shared Architecture
Over the years, the architecture of the Resource Management Portal has been expanded or cloned to incorporate 
missions and partners working with USAID. The creation of nested sites and companion sites has allowed years of 
custom programming and problem solving to be efficiently shared. 
See the Companion Site section of this catalog for more information. 

OVERVIEW OF THE USAID FORESTRY AND BIODIVERSIT Y OFFICE WEB PRODUCTS:
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ACCESSIBILITY,  
DESIGN & SECURITY

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS GEOREFERENCING,  
MAP OVERLAYS, IFRAME SUPPORT  

& DATA VISUALIZATION

GROUP WORKSPACE  
& COLLABORATION

LOGIN TRACKER

PORTAL SERVICES

SECURE WEBINAR,  
VIDEO & AUDIO SUPPORT

FILE MANAGEMENT  
& CURATION SERVICES

SPECIALTY LIBRARIES  
& PROJECT COLLECTIONS 

CUSTOM USER LOGS & STATISTICS 
TRACKING AND REPORTING 

BUILT-IN MULTI-LINGUAL  
SUPPORT & TRANSLATION  

SOFTWARE 

SEARCH

Web Products Functionality 
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WEB PRODUCTS FUNCTIONALITY: 

Accessibility, Responsive Design & Security

Mobile and Large Screen Responsive Design 
Ferguson Lynch (FL) developed and continues to expand tools that 
leverage responsive design—meaning that all portals and tools will 
be equally beautiful and functional, whether users are accessing them 
from a mobile device in the field, or from a screen in a conference room.  
To do this, Ferguson Lynch deploys a range of Open Source Solutions 
including Plone (CMS), Moodle (LMS), Google Geo-Solutions, as 
well as myriad open source platform integrations.

Accessibility
All sites built by Ferguson Lynch for USAID use 
the open source Content Management System 
Plone. It meets the Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG v2.0) level ‘AA’ for people with 
disabilities, including blindness and low vision, 
deafness and hearing loss, learning disabilities, 
cognitive limitations, limited movement, speech 
disabilities, photosensitivity, and combinations 
of these.

Plone Security
The RM Portal and all Companion Sites use Plone as 
the underlying content management system. Plone 
consistently has fewer vulnerabilities reported than 
other content management systems. In addition, 
Ferguson Lynch’s security team diligently  reports any 
vulnerabilities encountered and works with vendors such 
as Red Hat to ensure our reports are complete and accurate.  
Secure SSL is added to RM Portal and all Companion Sites. 

Zero Harm Scores: 
The RM Portal and Companion Sites consistently achieve zero to 
low harm scores during USAID’s routine vulnerability assessments 
conducted across all the portals developed and managed by 
Ferguson Lynch for the Forestry and Biodiversity Office. The RM Portal 
and Companion sites are built on a highly secure object oriented 
architecture, Plone CMS.  In addition to adding and maintaining secure 
SSL technology on all the sites, FL has responded to the assessments 
by custom designing  iFrame solutions,  developing secure media 
content types, maintaining  backend performance monitoring,  and 
immediate deployment of  any security considerations requested.  

8



WEB PRODUCTS FUNCTIONALITY: 

Redesigned RM Portal Library and Projects
The RM Portal Library and 
Projects were recently 
redesigned to enhance 
presentation and improve 
their ability to be easily 
searched. 
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WEB PRODUCTS FUNCTIONALITY: 

Visitor Statistics
2007-2017

MONTH NUMBER OF VISITS PAGES HITS

Jan 2017 72898 377745 1541675

Feb 2017 71665 788300 3416470

Mar 2017 92304 574381 2224868

Apr 2017 92265 705430 3444971

May 2017 98817 721127 3676871

Jun 2017 91307 793596 3232820

Jul 2017 84829 1283536 3432161

Aug 2017 95050 1125684 2612877

Sep 2017 94794 1153110 2171175

Oct 2017 97022 668046 2146744

Nov 2017 85573 460426 1627158

Dec 2017 71484 272861 774915

Total 1,048,008 8,924,242 30,302,705

 TOTAL NUMBER  TOTAL PAGES 
 OF VISITS VIEWED

2007 117,199 405,662

2008 334,506 1,026,114

2009 212,445 745,087

2010 181,460 1,305,335

2011 254,258 2,182,061

2012 247,127 1,332,584

2013 728,701 2,425,409

2014 812,808 2,212,659

2015 801,296 6,112,876

2016 800,983 3,758,966

2017 1,048,008 8,924,242
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WEB PRODUCTS FUNCTIONALITY: 

Built-In Multi-lingual Support and Translation Software 
When a translation is requested,  Ferguson Lynch has implemented functionality to translate all core and custom content.  
Plone, the CMS behind the RM Portal’s interface and main functionality already translates core content into more than 
60 languages; and Ferguson Lynch programmed Plone App Multilingual (PAM) to facilitate the translation of all custom 
content directly on the site.

   FERGUSON LYNCH IT CONSULTANTS AND WEB ARCHITECTURE 11
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WEB PRODUCTS FUNCTIONALITY: 

Search
Content is only as good as it’s ability to be found. Throughout the duration of their  
contract with USAID, Ferguson Lynch (FL)  has brought state-of-the-art search technology 
to all of its portals, tools, and content management systems. Ferguson Lynch’s search 
technology incorporates open source solutions to address the challenges of continually 
changing keywords and terminology, information security, relocation of content after a 
project’s closeout, and other difficulties inherent to online libraries and knowledge  
management systems. 

Elasticsearch:  
Enterprise Search  
Functionality 
Customized Search Interface 
Ferguson Lynch recently added powerful 
new-generation Elasticsearch to its plat-
form, an open-source, distributed search 
and analytics engine built on Apache 
Lucene.  Using the Elasticsearch search 
engine, the portal uses full-text search, 
custom filters and provides near-real-
time analytics by handling large volumes 
of log data. 

12



RMP Library Search

Partner Search
Custom Search 
Ferguson Lynch worked with USAID to build a search interface designed 
to map to the E3 Office Topics and Sectors with suggested keywords. 
The search allows visitors to filter by Region, Country, Date Range,  
Content Types, Tags, and any visitor generated search terms.  

USAID E3 Partner Site Search 
Each Friday, Ferguson Lynch crawls and indexes approximately 600 US Gov-
ernment and Partner sites and databases to create a real-time deep-web 
search available across content relevant to the RM Portal and Companion Site 
Community. Partner Search allows users to conduct a targeted deep search 
using sources (databases or sites) recommended by USAID officers and partner 
members.

Different Search for Different Members

Search returns dependent on Administrative Privileges/Group Membership

In the RM Portal, members of a group can post private content that is only 
accessible to other members of that group, as well as public content that is 
available to anyone on the RM Portal. FL’s search functionality allows for this 
distinction to be picked-up by search. When a group member uses the portal’s 
search function, the search will return all relevant public content on the site, 
as well as any relevant private content from that user’s groups. The portal also 
allows for certain administrative accounts to be able to search across all public 
and private content.

WEB PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY: 
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WEB PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY: 

Custom Applications
Database Search: Projects, Activities, and Organizations
IUU Interactive Inventory of International Capacity Building  
Initiatives for Fisheries

Ferguson Lynch worked with USAID to build a secure, searchable inventory 
of projects and activities involving illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) 
fishing.  The Project Database Search application was developed for the public 
and private sharing of global activities with government, military, and partner 
organizations. The Project Database supports the USAID in the implementation  
of the U.S. National Action Plan on IUU Fishing and Seafood Fraud. 

For the Project, Ferguson Lynch developed a Project content type with 
specified metadata, custom search filters, search return access based on 
individual or group portal permission/roles, and a service to save all search 
return activity as CSV or Excel format for download or sharing. USAID can  
now use the Project content type and search interface for any project or inventories 
in the future upon request.

Project and  

Activities custom  

designed for  

private and public 

sharing  with govern-

ment, military, and 

partner organizations 
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WEB PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY:  CUSTOM APPLICATIONS 

Ferguson Lynch is storing, presenting and archiving  

the Wildlife Crime Tech Challenge Competition 

Custom Applications 
for Highlighting  
Competitions
Combating Wildlife Trafficking  
CWT Case Study Compilation
Ferguson Lynch designed and implemented 
a platform to host  a global case study 
compilation/competition  to support and 
assist USAID’s effort to collect lessons on 
an urgent global conservation challenge: 
how to build capacity for enforcement and 
prosecution to combat wildlife trafficking. The 
platform allowed CWT practitioners working 
to end wildlife trafficking to submit their case 
studies, which once reviewed will be shared 
on the platform to inform a series of peer-to-
peer learning products.  The case studies will 
be distributed to the CWT Interagency Working 
Group and the CWT Collaborative Learning 
Group to help fill key evidence gaps around 
CWT enforcement capacity building activities.

Combating Wildlife Trafficking (CWT)  
Case Study Compilation 
rmportal.net/cwt-case-study-compilation 

Wildlife Crime Tech Challenge 
https://www.wildlifecrimetech.org/index

BRIDGE Biointegration Case Study Competition 
https://bridgebiointegration.net

USAID Green Invest Asia 
https://greeninvestasia.com

VISIT WEBSITES:

BRIDGE Biointegration Case Study Competition

A case study competition that invited examples 
of biodiversity integration from across USAID’s 
portfolio.

FL provides Secure Hosting of USAID Green 
Invest Asia

USAID Green Invest Asia helps agriculture and 
forestry businesses in Southeast Asia improve 
their sustainable commodity production and 
manage environmental risks. We match com-
panies with our network of financial institutions 
and investors looking for environmentally and 
socially-friendly, profitable land use businesses.
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WEB PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY:  CUSTOM APPLICATIONS

Secure Webinar, Video & Audio Support 
Understanding that security is critical on large community portals, Ferguson 
Lynch has custom-created special Webinar Video content types that allow 
USAID to continually upload and share webinars, project videos, and learning 
network videos directly on the portal. 

This secure video content type 

protects against malware and 

errant code risks present in 

traditional methods of embedding 

code from YouTube or Vimeo and 

helps to maintain a low to zero 

harm score on the Biodiversity 

office’s web products.

An example short movie highlighting CLA in action through the Conservation Enterprises 
Cross-Mission Learning Program launched in 2015 by USAID/E3 Forestry and Biodiversity 
Office (FAB).

   WATCH VIDEO: 
https://rmportal.net/biodiversityconservation-gateway/resources/ 
videos-webinars/biodiversity-cross-mission-learning-program-video
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WEB PRODUCT FUNCTIONALITY:  CUSTOM APPLICATIONS 

Stories, Blogs and Podcasts
Spotlight on Mission Projects
A recent Knowledge Management Survey conducted by the USAID 
Biodiversity and Forestry Office indicated that many USAID missions 
would like to learn more about building partnerships with host coun-
tries to enhance biodiversity conservation. In response, Ferguson 
Lynch (FL) worked with the Biodiversity Office to develop a “custom 
“Story” content type to develop  the ‘Spotlight on Mission Projects’ 
section on the Gateway. 

In developing the Spotlight on Mission Projects, Ferguson Lynch 
sought to design a way to feature blogs/stories that could 1) Include 
searchable metadata fields aligned with USAID Regions and Key Sec-
tors and 2) be shared independently or viewed in a gallery. 

The story structure developed for these ‘spotlight on mission projects’ 
can now be used across all RM Portal, Companion and Partner Sites. 

Searchable Podcast Directory 
Development. Pulling current  
and legacy Radio Programming 
into the CEPA Library.

Center for International  
Forestry Research (CIFOR) 
Blogs and Research Activities
Ferguson Lynch works with USAID’s 
Forestry and Biodiversity Office (FAB) 
to best present and disseminate a suite 
of research activities and Blogs within 
the Center for International Forestry 
Research (CIFOR).

Audio Podcasts/Radio 
Program Streaming

VISIT WEBSITES:

SPOTLIGHT ON MISSION STORIES: 
https://rmportal.net/mission-spotlight 

CIFOR BLOGS: 
https://rmportal.net/cifor-blogs

AUDIO PODCASTS:  
http://cepa.rmportal.net/multi-media/audio
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FUNCTIONALITY:  FILE MANAGEMENT/CURATION SERVICES

File Management/Curation Services
Ferguson Lynch has developed File Management features to make the RM Portal, partner sites and companion sites as 
useful as possible to content managers, members and researchers. These features have ranged from finding ways to 
provide meta-information and commentary about user-uploaded content, to incorporating harvesting tools that bring  
in relevant content into the portal from around the web.

Document Tracking and Versioning Services
Versioning Pages, News Items, Events, and Links

Ferguson Lynch provides versioning functionality on all content types in 
the RM Portal and companion sites.  Content is continuously updated while 
retaining version history. Ferguson Lynch provides a digital knowledgebase 
on how to view the version history of an item, compare versions, preview 
previous versions and revert to previous versions.  Versioning helps users 
track that their content is up-to-date, and helps teams work together with 
minimized confusion.

Importing and Harvesting from External Databases/
Platforms
Ferguson Lynch created importers that harvest content from within the  
RM Portal, the USAID DEC, and other designated databases like Google 
Scholar to bring reports and information directly into an RM Portal group 
workspace to facilitate annotation of past funded USAID Projects and Activities. 
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RM Portal RIS / XML Bibliographic Support Section 
Bringing Database Search Results (in RIS or XML format) 
into the RM Portal and Exporting RMPortal content as RIS 
into your Endnotes or Zotero software on your computer.

RIS is a standardized tag format developed by Research Information 
Systems, to enable citation programs to standardize the exchange of 
citation information and handle bibliographic references. RIS and XML 
(XML is standard used by the USAID DEC) are the two bibliographic file 
formats most commonly used.  

USAID asked Ferguson Lynch to program / integrate RIS import and  
export functionality onto the RM Portal to support the RM Portal members 
and improve cross agency collaboration.

Downloading content from the RM Portal, Gateway, and companion 
sites supports researchers, and helps members manage the information 
assets accessed on the USAID sites.

FUNCTIONALITY:  FILE MANAGEMENT/CURATION SERVICES

Note: Zotero is an open-source reference management software tool 
to manage bibliographic data and related research materials (such as 
PDFs). Notable Zotero features include web browser integration, online 
syncing, generation of in-text citations, footnotes and bibliographies,  
as well as integration with the word processors Microsoft Word, Libre-
Office, OpenOffice.org Writer and NeoOffice.



FL has developed videos and downloadable tutorials for using the 
RIS and XML formats to share references between the RM Portal 
and other tools such as EndNote and the free, open source software, 
Zotero. The Endnotes and/or Zotero tools integrated into the RM 
Portal helps you collect, organize, cite, and share research with all 
your saved meta data intact.

   FERGUSON LYNCH IT CONSULTANTS AND WEB ARCHITECTURE 19
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Controlled Vocabulary
Ferguson Lynch has developed custom functionality allowing any project, network, or group to add precise “Controlled 
Vocabulary” listings  to support their content-curation, making it easier for users to upload and maintain high-quality, 
searchable content. Controlled Vocabularies can be added in designated areas within the portal, provide drop-down 
menu access and can exclusively be edited by the list owner.  Members can still ‘tag’ their content with more generalized 
tags or keywords as desired.

FUNCTIONALITY:  FILE MANAGEMENT/CURATION SERVICES
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Words that are tagged 
consistently help the 
visitor find all the 
content that has been 
added to the system.

For example:  
‘Organization’ and  
‘Organizations’

Keyword Manager
In the RM Portal and companion sites, Ferguson Lynch provides functionality 
for a growing body of community generated tags or keywords. This includes 
a custom Keyword Manager that is able to quickly merge, delete or 
edit keyword tags across all content uploaded to the portal by any 
organization or user. This functionality has been especially useful for cases 
where  new words or references have changed over time, and for retaining 
consistency of USAID and partner controlled vocabularies. 

Keyword manager allows you 
to amend or edit any Keyword a 
user has chosen, either through 
tags or controlled vocabulary.

FUNCTIONALITY:  FILE MANAGEMENT/CURATION SERVICES
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Annotation Services
Content Curation and Annotation with Analysis adds value to digital  
resources and can support decision making.

How annotation services work: 
In some circumstance, teams working within USAID, across government agencies, or 
with Partner organizations, may want to use the annotation services functionality built 
into the RM Portal. 

2        Submitting questions that  
Ferguson Lynch converts  into  
Annotation Meta Fields 
Ferguson Lynch can ‘turn-on’ anno-
tation  functionality anywhere in the 
portal. USAID or Partner submits  
questions for the Annotation and 
Ferguson Lynch transfers the questions 
into custom annotation fields.  

Past examples of annotation fields   
include: Geographic information, 
Natural resources, Ecosystem services, 
Principles, Tools Used, Constraints, 
Solutions, Impacts, 5 Star-Ratings, and 
any other questions deemed appro-
priate to the review process.

3  Fill in the Annotation Fields
 Members of the group then fill out  
the requested annotation fields for 
their documents.

ANNOTATION PROCESS:

1Harvesting content into an agreed 
upon area in the RM Portal or a  
Companion Site

Members of the RM portal or Companion  
site can request a group or work folder 
for an Annotation task (Literature  
review, Project analysis etc.). Once inside 
the desired work area the members 
can manually upload individual content, 
batch upload content, create a collection 
to automatically draw content already 
existing on the portal that fit given 
criteria (i.e. keywords, publication date, 
location, authors), or use the RM Portal 
import/harvesting capability to import 
content from external databases  
(DEC etc).  

4  Bibliographic Reference  
or Literature Review

 Once the group finishes adding the 
annotation fields, the results are then 
converted into a shareable print ready 
bibliographic reference document or 
Literature Review.

5   SQL Analysis of Annotations

  If the group wishes to analyze their 
literature review, Ferguson Lynch can 
help the group export their annotated 
content into MySQL or any relational 
database tool for analysis. SQL allows the 
data from the annotation field input to 
be analyzed and queried. This analysis 
can help the group understand the data 
entered, make statements, generate a 
report, and inform decisions.

FUNCTIONALITY:  FILE MANAGEMENT/CURATION SERVICES
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These annotation services can be useful for:
  Capturing and Disseminating outcomes of a  

literature review process

 Capturing diffuse and decentralized information

 Codifying the professional judgment of third parties

 Allowing for review analysis and report generation

FUNCTIONALITY:  FILE MANAGEMENT/CURATION SERVICES
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Custom Download Tracking 
Ferguson Lynch programmed ‘Download 
Tracking’ functionality  directly into the  
Plone CMS database on “File” and “Image” 
content added to the ROUTES Partnership 
portal.  Download Tracking helps the ROUTES 
Partnership staff track precisely  who is 
downloading their content.  Any desired 
tracking information can be added to any 
kind of Content desired (videos, webinars, 
pages), in any area of a portal.

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT & DEVELOPMENT PORTAL   |    RMPORTAL.NET  

FUNCTIONALITY:  DOWNLOAD TRACKER

When a visitor clicks on a file or image (reports, posters, 
infographics etc.), a series of fields ‘pop up’ requesting 
information before the download is allowed.  Fields are 
customizable by site owners, either a single question 
(field) or multiple fields can be programmed.
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FUNCTIONALITY:  SPECIALTY LIBRARIES AND DOCUMENT COLLECTIONS

Specialty Libraries and Document Collections
Ferguson Lynch has worked with missions and partners during the closeout period of their projects to find ways to help 
them closeout without losing the knowledge amassed during the tenure of their project. One way that FL has helped 
preserve knowledge has been through either 1) the creation of a companion sites or  2) through the creation of  
‘Specialty Libraries’ that house the background information, contextual narrative, documents and products of a project.

Corruption Reference Documents
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·    Support for metadata entry 
(keyword tagging and con-
trolled vocabularies)

·   Controlled Vocabulary 
(hooking related content  
to primary entries)

·   Reducing the time needed  
to execute, analyze and 
report results

·   Integrating inventory  
management capabilities

 

FUNCTIONALITY:  SPECIALTY LIBRARIES AND DOCUMENT COLLECTIONS

USDA Forest Service Specialty Libraries Documents for  
Conservation Enterprises

Specialty Libraries and 
Document Collections 
are supported with  
content curation and 
presentation support 
functionality such as:


SEE Other Speciality Libraries 
housed in the RM Portal:  
https://rmportal.net/library
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FUNCTIONALITY:  SPECIALTY LIBRARIES AND DOCUMENT COLLECTIONS

Project Collections
Ferguson Lynch provides project support services including retaining or restructuring 
the project website and products while retaining the project context in any requested 
format:  historical context by year, partner, topics, services, region, products, etc.  
RM Portal team supports document transfer into the DEC.

Example: Forest Carbon, Markets, and Communities (FCMC) 
Ferguson Lynch built the Biodiversity and Forestry Office FCMC Project site to  
safeguard the information amassed over the project tenure.  FL designed a special 
publication search to help with content discovery and dissemination.

Another example of a project: SCAPES

SEE Other Projects Archived  
and Current in the RM Portal:  
https://rmportal.net/projects
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FUNCTIONALITY:  GEOREFERENCING

Georeferencing, Map  
Overlays, Iframe support, 
Data Visualization
Ferguson Lynch has programmed geo-referencing 
and map visualization tools onto the RM Portal 
and all of the Companion and Partner Sites. Tools 
include collective-geo a package that allows us to 
add location information to all content users added 
to the portals and display them on a map view. 
Georeferencing on the portal allows members to 
geo-reference content with different shapes (points, 
lines, polygons) and use different map services 
(google maps) or overlays.
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ROUTES Partnership Map Tracking
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FUNCTIONALITY:  GROUP WORKSPACE AND COLLABORATION

Group Workspace and Collaboration

The RM Portal’s cross-sectoral platform supports 
information exchange and collaboration between Federal 
Agencies and Universities, National Laboratories, USAID 
missions, and other governmental and non-governmental 
agencies in the areas of development and resource 
management. Group workspaces and online tools for 
group collaboration are essential to this collaboration 
and Ferguson Lynch aims to continuously advance the  
tools available to groups and administrators.

VISIT THE GROUPS CENTER:  
https://rmportal.net/groups
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Cross Mission Learning Group  
(Online Collaboration/Wiki Space)
Ferguson Lynch developed a shared space to build knowledge 
organized around key questions from each group’s Learning Agendas. 
Increasing the effectiveness of USAID biodiversity conservation 
programming by finding out what works, what doesn’t, and why.
Visit site at: https://clg.rmportal.net/

Other Collaboration Tools:
Ferguson Lynch integrated tools into the Plone CMS (RM Portal 
and Companion Sites) for group support: DISCOURSE, Google Doc 
Integration, Commenting and Rating of Content, Annotations, Twitter 
based Threaded Conversation, Bulletin Boards, Forums, Searchable 
Discussion Groups, and myriad SM and Social Media Applications.

FUNCTIONALITY:  GROUP WORKSPACE AND COLLABORATION
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FUNCTIONALITY:  LOGIN TRACKER

Search logins by user name

Search logins by Group name

RM Portal Login Tracker
Ferguson Lynch recently built functionality so that administrators 
can track when individuals or group members log into the portals. 
Login functionality helps provide a metric on what learning 
networks, communities of practice, companion sites, or sections 
of the portals are visited by logged-in members coming to work 
and sharing content.
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FUNCTIONALITY:  PORTAL SERVICES

Portal Services
Ferguson Lynch, upon request, can repurpose the functionality of anything highlighted in this 
retrospective or consult on new functionality for all members, partners or organizations. 

Set up your “My RM Portal” space
• Customizable Member Dashboard

• Save Content found on portal in a Favorites Folder

• Personal Online Office Space

• Customizable User Settings

• Customizable Member Profile

Group Collaboration Support
• Request a Group

• Join A Group

• Request Development of a Nested or  
Standalone Portal or website

• Communication Blogs, discussions, Forums, 

• Content Curating Services

Training and Toolkits
• Join an Online Course

• Request Course or Web Based Toolkit Development Support 

• Request Space to Launch an  
Online Course

• Request Training Center Space to Store Training Materials 

• Request Webinars Support or Hosting

Browse and Share Resources
• Document, Video and/ or other Multi Media Archives 

• Current News, Events, Publications

• GIS Decision Support Tools and Maps

• Project, Program, or Initiative Library Space

• Recommend Featured Content

• Recommend Video Spotlights
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COMPANION SITES

RM Portal Architecture and CMS Expansion
This catalog features four new Companion Sites that were requested by USAID’s Bureau for Economic Growth, 
Education, and the Environment/Office of Forestry and Biodiversity (E3/FAB) including the USAID Biodiversity 
Conservation Gateway, Biodiversity Cross-Mission Learning Network, FRAMEweb and Greening the Grid

Companion Sites—whether they are nested inside the RM Portal databases or created as independent, 
stand-alone sites—share all RM Portal responsive design, years of resources, programmed code, customized 
functionality, integrated software, integrated apps, and if desired content, and member/organization databases. 

When work is done on the core RM Portal platform or any nested 
or stand-alone site, all sites inherit the programming benefits.

USAID Biodiversity 
Conservation Gateway Greening the Grid

Biodiversity  
Cross-Mission  

Learning Network

RM Portal

FRAMEweb
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USAID Biodiversity Conservation Gateway
The “Biodiversity Conservation Gateway” was developed by Ferguson Lynch for the Biodiversity and Forestry Office by 
replicating all the customized code inside the RM Portal, sharing proven functionality, rich content, people, and years 
of valuable resources. The Gateway showcases the most recent products and projects supported by USAID’s Office of 
Forestry and Biodiversity and also links to legacy content. As it matures, the Gateway will increasingly integrate news and 
information from USAID Mission programs.

COMPANION SITES

Biodiversity Conservation 
Gateway: Thematic Areas
Ferguson Lynch is working with the 
Biodiversity and Forestry Office to 
help simplify the addition, presenta-
tion, and dissemination of its policies, 
strategies, frameworks, and visions 
to convey the thinking of the agency’s 
leadership and, in some cases, make 
agency commitments to key stake-
holders. Ferguson Lynch is helping 
deliver custom applications and 
tool, building flexible programming 
code to assure content is organized, 
accessible, and easily adjusted as new 
science emerges and more staff and 
Partners add their project information.   
USAID works with experts across aca-
demia, the private sector, and within 
USAID and other U.S. Government 
agencies to strengthen development 
impacts, and Ferguson Lynch seeks 
to in turn make that work available, 
accessible and secure.

THEMATIC AREA: 

Legality and Sustainability
A rapidly escalating focus in international conservation 
is the trafficking and overexploitation of valuable species 
from forests, savannas and oceans. Consequences range 
from collapse of wildlife populations to widespread graft 
and corruption, which affect all development sectors. USAID 
is working on many fronts as part of U.S. Government 
efforts to attack wildlife, fisheries and forestry crime while 
promoting legal and sustainable solutions.

Interactive Inventory of  
International Capacity 
Building Initiatives for 

Fisheries
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COMPANION SITES

Biodiversity Conservation Gateway: Cross Mission Learning Networks
Ferguson Lynch provides both technical and consulting support for the design, development, and implementation of the Cross-
Mission Learning Network and the Conservation Enterprises and Combating Wildlife Trafficking Learning Groups.

The Cross Mission Learning Program will:

• Connect USAID staff that are implementing 
the same strategic approach to address a 
development challenge

• Facilitate the sharing of knowledge and 
experience about, when and under what 
conditions the theory of change holds

• Help foster collaboration to answer a set 
of shared learning questions (a Learning 
Agenda) that can help improve the effective-
ness of USAID programs

• Help Learning Groups collaborate through 
email discussions, virtual meetings, informa-
tion libraries, and an online wiki knowledge 
base. 
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COMPANION SITES

Biodiversity Conservation Gateway: Projects
The Ferguson Lynch team is building space on the Gateway for individual Projects. As the individual Projects progress, 
Ferguson Lynch helps organize and share their work. Ferguson Lynch provides support for information curation, layout 
and design, graphics support, content sharing, and navigation consulting.
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COMPANION SITES

FRAMEweb Community of Practice Website 

Ferguson Lynch redesigned FRAME to  
add mobile access, integrated workspace, 
and powerful search capacity to the USAID 
longstanding Communities of Practice 
in Natural Resource Management & 
Development. FL added easy access to join 
pre-existing Communities of Practice (CoP), 
share resources, blog functionality, specialty 
libraries, and video/audio sharing.

FRAME is an online community where more 
than 3,000 global members share knowledge, 
learn about upcoming events and connect with 
other professionals dedicated to the fields of 
environment and natural resource management. 
For more than 12 years, FRAME has facilitated 
knowledge sharing among its members through 
online discussion and the sharing of documents 
and other resources to improve environment and 
natural resource management practice.

VISIT WEBSITE:  
https://rmportal.net/frame
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COMPANION SITES

Greening the Grid Portal and Pending 
Toolkits USAID/NREL Partnership
Ferguson Lynch has been 
working with USAID and the 
National Renewable Energy 
Lab (NREL) to build Greening 
the Grid a web portal and 
a series of Toolkits that 
offer guidance materials, 
and technical assistance to 
support developing countries 
in significantly scaling up the 
amount of variable renewable 
energy connected to the 
electric grid.  Greening the 
Grid is a companion site 
sharing all the resources, 
functionality and custom 
programming of the larger 
Biodiversity Office’s RM Portal.

VISIT WEBSITE:  
gtg.rmportal.net

TOOLKIT INTEGRATION
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COMPANION SITES

The Resilient Energy Platform (REP)
Ferguson Lynch helped USAID and its partner te Natural Renewable 
Energy Lab (NREL) develop an online platform that enables decision 
makers to assess power sector vulnerabilities, identify resilience 
solutions, and make informed decisions to enhance power sector 
resilience at all scales. 

VISIT WEBSITE:  
https://resilient-energy.org/

The Resilient Energy Guidebook
This guidebook is a reference for power sector resilience planning 
that introduces policymakers, power sector investors, planners, 
system operators, and other energy-sector stakeholders to the key 
concepts and steps involved in power sector resilience planning.

VISIT WEBSITE:  
https://resilient-energy.org/guidebook
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USAID MISSION AND PARTNER SITES

USAID Mission and Partner Sites
This catalog features new USAID Mission and Partner Sites 
developed by Ferguson Lynch that share the features and 
functionality of the USAID Biodiversity Gateway.
Partner Sites, which are stand alone portals, share the USAID Biodiversity 
Gateway responsive design and core programming code. Based on need, 
they incorporate select functionality, software, and apps available on 
the Gateway and companion sites. Partner sites are built with their own 
content, member, and organization databases.

When work is done on any of the Partner Site platforms the new features 
or functionalities can be added to the USAID Biodiversity Gateway and 
companion sites for their use.

ROUTES

USAID Wildlife Asia

CEPA

Asset Livelihood and 
Transition

Productive Safety Net

PCAB

USAID Biodiversity 
Gateway
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USAID MISSION AND PARTNER SITES

USAID Wildlife Asia Portal
Ferguson Lynch has been working with USAID 
and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN), to build a knowledge management 
system with interactive workspaces and integra-
tion with emerging software applications to ad-
dress wildlife trafficking as a transnational crime 
through the USAID Wildlife Asia activity. The portal 
will showcase and disseminate the work done 
to reduce consumer demand for wildlife parts 
and products, strengthen law enforcement skills, 
enhance policy, legislation, and jurisprudence and 
improve regional action to reduce wildlife crime in 
Southeast Asia and China.

 

ROUTES Partnership:  
Reducing Opportunities for Unlawful  
Transport of Endangered Species, USAID,  
and TRAFFIC Partnership

For the ROUTES web portal, the Ferguson Lynch 
team worked closely with WWF and TRAFFIC to  
design and deploy a visually rich information 
dissemination platform and a future training 
exchange for the ROUTES partnership.

Reducing Opportunities for Unlawful Transport 
of Endangered Species (ROUTES) brings together 
government agencies, transportation and logis-
tics industry companies and representatives, 
international conservation, development and law 
enforcement organizations and donors in order 
to disrupt wildlife trafficking activities, and forms 
a key element of the concerted international 
response to addressing wildlife poaching and 
associated criminal activities worldwide.

Frequently throughout the last five years, Ferguson Lynch has been asked by partners to provide assistance using the 
RM Portal as a starting tool suite. To understand the general work that Ferguson Lynch has done, we are highlighting 
Ferguson Lynch’s work with the following partners serving USAID globally.

The Centre for Environmental 
Policy and Advocacy (CEPA)
Ferguson Lynch Team, working with USAID, the 
Tetra Tech ARD PERFORM project, and the CEPA 
organization, built an incubator site to facilitate IT 
capacity building and development of an online 
Clearinghouse/Library. CEPA staff were then 
guided through the process of digital content col-
lection, content curation, and site development—
all utilizing programming and elements from the 
existing knowledge base on the RM Portal. 
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USAID MISSION AND PARTNER SITES

Productive Safety Net Program
World Bank Portal: Private Access

Ferguson Lynch has been working with USAID 
and World Bank in Ethiopia to build and maintain 
the Productive Safety Net Program (PSNP) portal.  
The PSNP portal aims to provide information to 
groups working to relieve families of the short-
term effects of poverty. It ensures that there is 
food in the household and frees up parents to 
make investments in the future by distributing 
cash or food payments. Most of these payments 
go to people in return for their work on improving 
their communities. These activities, known as a 
“public works” include working on soil and water 
conservation, road building, and construction of 
schools and clinics. The Household Assets Building 
Programs HABP aims to provide longer-term solu-
tions for the same families. It supports families to 
plan ways to improve their livelihoods sustainably, 
trains them in necessary skills to actualize these 
plans, and provides them with information on 
how to borrow money to fund these changes.

USAID Ethiopia Office of Asset 
Livelihood and Transition
USAID Ethiopian Mission Portal: Private Access

Ferguson Lynch developed the USAID Asset 
Livelihood and Transition (ALT) workspace site 
for the Mission in Ethiopia in tandem with the 
Worldbank’s PSNP rapid information dissemi-
nation portal.  The ALT team used the portal to 
support the mission in its effort to save lives, 
build resiliency, and enhance the livelihoods and 
adaptability of the most vulnerable populations in 
Ethiopia. The portal workspace created to support 
effective and efficient public and private systems 
to secure a food and disaster resilient Ethiopian 
population.

 Partnership for the  
Conservation of Amazon  
Biodiversity (PCAB)
Ferguson Lynch designed and developed an  
English and Brazilian Portuguese Language  
Multilingual portal with custom backend transla-
tion services. See page 11 for more information 
on multilingual functionality.
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About the Technology Partner
Ferguson Lynch (FL) is a Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB) Information Technology Consulting Firm 
providing technology solutions and support for a broad range of USAID projects and mission requests globally. 

Ferguson Lynch began working with USAID while developing the Natural Resource Management and Development Portal (RM Portal) in 
collaboration with Sandia National Laboratory. The RM Portal came online to serve the USAID EGAT office, Missions, DC-based officers, Partners, 
NGOs, and CBOs, as an open-access communications bridge working on an integrated approach to natural resource management, energy, and 
development. The RM Portal was subsequently repurposed and developed to support initiatives such as:

 V Building an Online Learning Management 
System to support a Disaster Response 
Center and an Online Disaster Science 
Graduate Program at Bahir Dar University

 V The creation of two RM Portal companion 
sites for the USAID Mission in Ethiopia: 
Alternative Livelihoods in Transition Site 
and  The Productive Safety Net Program 
Portal

 V Development of The Land Tenure and 
Property Rights Portal

 V Designing a Spanish-language curriculum 
for watershed protection during the 
Panama Canal expansion

 V Providing a platform for the ENRM office to 
develop and launch refresher courses 

 V Sustainable Tourism Courses developed 
through a partnership with George 
Washington University and Sustainable 
Travel International

 V USAID SCALE Training

 V  The USAID Mission in Kenya’s Online 
Dryland Ecosystem Society curriculum 
developed with the University of Nairobi

 V The Biodiversity Office’s Fisheries Matter 
course developed with the University of 
Rhode Island.

 V Providing Group Workspaces for projects 
such as  Conservation Finance, CBNRM, 
Nature Wealth and Power Assessment 
Working Groups, and Alternative 
Livelihoods and Conservation

 V Private companion or subsites (sites 
sharing the RM Portal code and 
databases) to support cross-government 
agency communications. Including the 
development of subsites for The Inter-
Agency Working Group on Climate Smart 
Agriculture in International Development 
(CSA), and the Climate Resilient 
International Development Interagency 
Working Group (CRID). 

 V Integrating the FRAME website and library  
into the RM Portal’s architecture

 V Creation of the USAID Biodiversity 
Conservation Gateway
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